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SUCCESS STORY Ed

Strength, determination and quality care show results
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therapy at Core Rehabilitation also located at Holton
Candy reiterated, “Their attitude towards the job and
Manor.
the people they’re helping is what makes them different.”
Nurses and therapists from Transitions At Home have
Ed continues to receive ongoing care and therapy at
visited with Ed, providing quality medical and rehab care home through Transitions, but his motto is: “You make
and helping Ed’s parents so they can better meet his needs. your own happiness. You can either dwell over things or
“I feel supported; there’s someone to call when we have you can take it for what it is and enjoy your life.”
questions. One day, a couple hours after the nurse left, I
Transitions At Home is now accepting patients
had chills even with three fleece blankets and a heating throughout southeast and central Wisconsin. Our knowlpad on my chest. We called the nurse and she told us what edgeable and compassionate licensed healthcare providto do,” Ed said.
ers use today’s top technology and personalized care
Ed’s mom, Candy, had been working full-time until plans to bring quality in-home healthcare experiences to
September when she quit her job to become Ed’s primary you or a loved one.
caregiver. Both she and her husband are receiving eduTransitions At Home provides in-home speech, physcation from Transitions’ nurses to provide care for Ed at ical & occupational therapies, medication management,
home.
blood pressure checks, diabetes pain management, IV
“Home health is a blessing,” said Candy. “They come therapy, wound care, catheter and ostomy care, lab draws,
out and helped a lot. They made me feel comfortable as a home safety assistance, and nutritional assistance. For
caregiver. The therapists went over exercises so I can try more information, visit their website at www.transitionto do therapy when they aren’t here. We feel comfortable shealth.org or call 262-723-2700.
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